
SPIRIT LINKS

The SPIRIT LINKS activity has two purposes.  One
is to help promote school spirit and the other is an
easy and quick fundraiser.  The materials are
minimal, the planning is simple, there is very little
work time involved, some money is raised and
overall school spirit is improved.  This activity is
usually run as a competition among the grades.  

Easy 
to Do!

A large, see-through jar (plastic, not glass) is labeled or each
grade.  At lunch time, all of the jars are set on a table (with a
student monitoring them).  Students drop their "spare change"
in their grade-level jar.  Each 5¢ earns that grade a "spirit link".
Each day, the amount of money in each jar is counted and "spirit
links" (paper chains - different color for each grade) are put
together and hung up in the cafeteria so students "see" which
grade has more spirit.  The "see- through" jar is also a strong
motivator for spirit.  (Note: students could write their name on
each link they buy - just have the strips of paper at the �selling
table.�)
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SPIRIT LINKS
The SPIRIT LINKS activity has two purposes.  One is to help 
promote school spirit and the other is an easy and quick fund- 
raiser.  The materials are minimal, the planning is simple, there is 
very little work time involved, some money is raised and overall 
school spirit is improved.  This activity is usually run as a 
competition among the grades.  

IN A NUT SHELL...A large, see-through jar (plastic, not glass) is labeled or each 
grade.  At lunch time, all of the jars are set on a table (with a student monitoring 
them).  Students drop their "spare change" in their grade-level jar.  Each 5¢ earns 
that grade a "spirit link".  Each day, the amount of money in each jar is counted 
and "spirit links" (paper chains - different color for each grade) are put together 
and hung up in the cafeteria so students "see" which grade has more spirit.  The 
"see- through" jar is also a strong motivator for spirit.  

See separate
chart for daily
tally of money
and # of links...
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MATERIALS/JOBS PERSON(s) RESPONSIBLE DATE

large see-through plastic
jars (slots cut for coins
in the tops)

cut and PRE prepare links
in groups of ten

prepare publicity

take down publicity

take down spirit links

Grade  MONDAY    TUESDAY   WEDNESDAY  THURSDAY      FRIDAY

 monitor jars at lunch

count money and complete
chart after lunches

write daily PA announce-
ments to promote
competition

put up spirit links DAILY



MONDAY     TUESDAY     WEDNES    THURSDAY    FRIDAY 

6

7

8
DAILY

$  TOTAL $ $$ $ $

$ $ $ $ $

$ $ $ $ $

$ $ $ $ $

# # # # #

# # # # #

# # # # #

$
#

DIVIDE THE MONEY  BY 5¢ 

TO GET THE NUMBER OF LINKS

SPIRIT LINKS Logistics

MONDAY       TUESDAY        WEDNES     THURSDAY     FRIDAY

6
7
8

RUNNING TOTAL NUMBER OF SPIRIT LINKS BY GRThese charts 
MUST be 
completed DAILY 
and the SPIRIT 
LINKS put up 
DAILY in order to 
promote the best 
results in 
competition !!!
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SGASPIRIT LINKS

Please excuse this student from class 5 minutes 
before lunch and then admit into class 5 minutes 
after lunch.  He/she is monitoring the money jars
at lunch and needs to pick them up and return them
to the SGA advisor.    Thank you. 

Student

Grade                 Date

           SGA Advisor

Sample Pass

Helpful Hints:
• pre-make spirit links in sets of 9, then in 
the afternoons, when students are adding 
the links on, they can connect the chains 
making an addition 10 each time.
• hang the chains high enough so students 
cannot jump up and grab it.


